SOUNDTRACK PULLOVER

The 4th Annual 4-Day Knitalong
by Marie Greene

SOUNDTRACK PULLOVER

Designed for a unisex fit, the Soundtrack Sweater
is a top-down, seamless circular yoke pullover
sweater with a slipped stitch pattern in two colors.
For a less dramatic look, choose two tonal colors,
rather than high contrast.

Skill Level
Advanced beginner

Sizes
1 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)
See finished measurements to choose your fit

Finished Measurements
A) Bust/Chest Circumference: 32 (36.5, 40.5, 44.25,
48, 52.5, 56.5, 60.25, 64) in/81.5 (93, 103, 112.5, 122,
133.5, 143.5, 153, 162.5) cm
B) Yoke Depth (including ribbing): 9.5 (9.5, 10.25,
11, 12, 13.5, 14.25, 14.25, 15) in/24 (24, 26, 28, 30.5,
34.5, 36, 36, 38) cm
C) Sleeve circumference: 11 (13, 15, 15.5, 17, 18,
19, 20, 20) in/ 28 (33, 38, 39.5, 43, 46, 48.5, 51, 51)
cm

B

A
C

Recommended Fit
Men’s fit – Choose the finished size closest to your
actual chest measurement (or up to 2 in/5 cm
larger.
Women’s fit – For most bust sizes, choose the
finished size that measures at least 2-4 in/5-10 cm
larger than your actual bust measurement for
comfortable ease. If you have smaller shoulders
and belly but a large bust, you may prefer a
finished measurement that is close to or equal to
your actual full bust measurement.

Gauge
21 st and 31 rows in 4 in/10 cm in stockinette stitch,
blocked

Yarn
This pattern recommends a DK or light worsted
weight wool, knit to a gauge of 21 st in 4 in/10 cm
on a US Size 5/3.75mm needle in stockinette stitch,
blocked. Many local yarn shops and yarn sellers
are participating in the 4 Day KAL and will have
yarn and color recommendations to inspire you.
You may see the list of participating businesses
at www.oliveknits.com/soundtrack4daykal
— I encourage you to check out their
recommendations.
Main Color: 900 (1000, 1100, 1188, 1283, 1360, 1442,
1528, 1620) yards/ 823 (914, 1005, 1086, 1173,
1243, 1318, 1397, 1481) meters
Contrast Color: 175 (187, 200, 212, 229, 243, 257,
273, 289) yards/ 160 (171, 183, 194, 209, 222,
235, 249, 264) meters
Note: Yardage may vary depending on your yarn
selection. If in doubt, purchase extra.
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Needles

Abbreviations

US Size 3/3.25mm (16 in/40 cm) circular needle –
neckline

Bet
BOR
dec
ea
inc
k
k2tog
kfb
m
M1L
p
PM
rep
rs
slwyib

US Size 5/3.75mm (16 in/40 cm) circular needle –
neckline transition
US Size 5/3.75mm (24-40 in/60-100 cm) circular
needle – body (note: smaller sizes can use a
24-32 in needle for the body, larger sizes will
begin with a 24 in needle and then transition to
a longer circular
US Size 5/3.75mm (12 in/40 cm circular or DPNs) –
sleeves
US Size 3/3.25mm (12 in/40 cm circular or DPNs) –
sleeve cuffs
US Size 4/3.5mm (24-40 in/60-100 cm) circular
needle – lower ribbing (or one size smaller than
you use for the body)

Notions
Stitch markers, locking stitch markers, holder or
spare yarn for sleeve stitches, darning needle to
weave ends
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ssk
st
ws
[]

between
beginning of round/row
decrease			
each
increase
knit			
knit 2 st at once (dec 1)
knit into front and back of same st (inc 1)
marker/markers
make one st that leans left (inc 1)
purl
place marker		
repeat			
right side
slip the next st (purlwise) to the right needle
without working it, holding the working yarn
to the back as you do it
slip, slip, knit together (dec 1)
stitch/stitches
wrong side
brackets always indicate a repeat

Note: Two different kinds of increases are used in
the body of the pattern, depending on where they
are worked. This was done intentionally in order
to make them less obvious and to ensure that the
stripes remain crisp. Many different increases were
tested, and this combination of increases proved
to give the best overall visual results.
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Read through pattern before you begin to
familiarize yourself with what’s ahead.
With US Size 3/3.25mm (16 in/40 cm) circular
needle for the neckline and using your MC, cast on
108 (108, 114, 114, 120, 120, 120, 126, 126) stitches
using cable cast on method. (Note: This cast on
method starts your work immediately on the right
side. Other cast on methods may not.)
Row 1 (RS): [K1, p1] across the row, then join to
work in the round. PM to mark BOR. 		
Ribbing: Work in [k1, p1] ribbing for 1.5 in/4 cm.
Transition to US Size 5/3.75mm circular needle
(beginning with 16 in/40 cm length circular needle
and transitioning to longer needle when necessary
to accommodate your stitches).
Knit 54 (54, 57, 57, 60, 60, 60, 63, 63), PM to mark
the side opposite the BOR (this will be referred to
as the “side” marker going forward), then k to end
of round. Knit one more round, slipping the side
marker as you pass it.
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Next Round: K to the end of the round. Stop. Turn
your work to the wrong side to begin short rows. Be
sure to keep your BOR and side markers in place
as you create the short rows. You will need two
additional locking markers to work the Japanese
short rows. Find a video tutorial here: www.
oliveknits.com/soundtrack-4-day-kal/ If you prefer
your sweater without short rows, simply skip to the
instructions that begin after the short rows are
complete.
Use Japanese short-row method (Click here for a
tutorial) or your favorite short row method to work
short rows as follows:
Looking at the WS of your work, place a locking
marker on your working yarn (leave it there for
later), and slip first st to right needle (purlwise)
without working it. Purl to the side marker. Stop.
Place a locking marker on the working yarn as
before and turn to the right side. Slip the first
stitch to the right needle without working it. Knit
across to the gap that was previously marked
with the locking marker. Draw up the marked st
from behind and place it on the left needle as if
a new stitch, then knit it together (k2tog) with the
next st on the left needle (closing the gap). K1,
place a locking marker on the working yarn and
turn to the wrong side. Slip first st to right needle
without working it and purl across to gap. Slip the
next stitch to the right needle without working it,
draw up the bar that was previously marked with
the locking marker and place it on the left needle
(as if a stitch). Place the stitch that you previously
slipped back to the left needle and purl it together
with the extra bar. Remove the locking marker and
purl the next stitch. Then mark the bar between the
next two stitches, stop and turn back to the right
side. Slip the first stitch to the right needle without
working it, then knit across to the gap. Draw up
the marked st from behind and place it on the
left needle as if a new stitch, the knit it together
(k2tog) with the next st on the left needle (closing
the gap). You’ve completed the short rows.
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Knit the next round to one stitch before the gap,
draw the locked stitch up to the left needle so that
it sits on the needle as if it’s a stitch. Knit it together
with the next stitch, then complete the round as
usual. Your short rows have been completed and
your gaps should be closed.
Next round (increase): At BOR, [k18 (9, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6,
7, 7), M1L] rep bet brackets 6 (12, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18,
18, 18) times. Knit any remaining stitches to finish
the round (if applicable).
Knit two rounds.
Next round: With CC, [k5, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k5, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round: With MC, knit
Next round: With CC, [k7, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k7, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Main Color Spacer Begins
Next 2 rounds: With MC, knit
Next round: With MC, [k4, M1L, k4] rep bet brackets
to end of round – 19 (20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23, 24, 24) st
inc
Next 3 rounds: With MC, knit

Second Color Track Series Begins

Next round: With MC, knit

Next round: With CC, [k8, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round: With CC, [k5, slwyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round: With CC, [k8, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round (increase): With CC, [k2, kfb, k2, slwyib]
rep bet brackets to end of round – 19 (20, 22, 22,
23, 23, 23, 24, 24) st inc

Next round: With MC, knit

Next round: With MC, knit
Next round: With CC, [k6, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k6, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round: With CC, [k8, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k3, kfb, k4, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round – 19 (20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23,
24, 24) st inc
Next round: With MC, knit

Next round: With MC, knit

Next round: With CC, [K9, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round: With CC, [k6, slwyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round: With CC, [K9, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.

Next round: With CC, [k2, kfb, k3, slwyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round - 19 (20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23,
24, 24) st inc

Next round: With MC, knit
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Next round: With CC, [K9, sl1wyib] rep bet brackets
to end of round.
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Next round: With CC, [K4, kfb, k4, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round – 19 (20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23,
24, 24) st inc
Next round: With MC, knit
Next round: With CC, [k10, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k10, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.

Main Color Spacer Begins
Next 2 rounds: With MC, knit
Next round: With MC, [k6, M1L, k5] rep bet brackets
to end of round – 19 (20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23, 24, 24) st
inc
Next 3 rounds: With MC, knit

Final Color Track Series Begins
Next round: With CC, [k11, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k11, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.

Next round: With MC, knit

Next round: With MC, knit

Next round: With CC, [K12, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.

Next round: With CC, [k11, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k5, kfb, k5, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round – 19 (20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23,
24, 24) st inc
Next round: With MC, knit
Next round: With CC, [K12, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [K12, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.
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Next round: With CC, [k5, kfb, k6, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round – 19 (20, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23,
24, 24) st inc
Next round: With MC, knit
Next round: With CC, [k13, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.
Next round: With CC, [k13, sl1wyib] rep bet
brackets to end of round.
Color Tracks are now complete. You should have
266 (280, 308, 308, 322, 322, 322, 336, 336) st.
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You may now cut your CC and continue with your
MC only.
Next 2 rounds: Knit
Next round (inc): [K14 (6, 10, 11, 11, 14, 13, 12, 12),
M1L] rep bet brackets 18 (46, 30, 28, 27, 23, 24, 27,
26) times, knit any remaining st to end of round. 18
(46, 30, 28, 27, 23, 24, 27, 26) st increased.

With MC, knit 5 rounds.
Next round (inc): [K - ( - , - , - , - , 18, 17, 16, 16),
M1L] rep bet brackets - ( - , - , - , - , 23, 24, 27, 26)
times, then knit any remaining st to end of round. 0
(0, 0, 0, 0, 23, 24, 27, 26) st increased.
With MC, knit 5 rounds

Sizes 3–9 — Continue as follows:

Next round (inc): [K - ( - , - , - , - , 17, 18, 17, 17),
M1L] rep bet brackets - ( - , - , - , - , 25, 24, 27, 26)
times, then knit any remaining st to end of round. 0
(0, 0, 0, 0, 25, 24, 27, 26) st increased.

With MC, knit 5 rounds.

Size 6 — Skip ahead to Sleeve Divide

Next round (inc): [K - ( - , 11, 12, 12, 15, 14, 13, 13),
M1L] rep bet brackets - ( - , 30, 28, 27, 23, 24, 27, 26)
times, knit any remaining st to end of round. 0 (0,
30, 28, 27, 23, 24, 27, 26) st increased.

Sizes 7–9 — Continue as follows:

Size 1 and 2 — Skip ahead to Sleeve Divide

With MC, knit 5 rounds

Sizes 4–9 — Continue as follows:

Next round (inc): [K - ( - , - , - , - , - , 16, 17, 18), M1L]
rep bet brackets - ( - , - , - , - , - , 28, 28, 26) times,
then knit any remaining st to end of round. 0 (0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 28, 28, 26) st increased.

With MC, knit 5 rounds.

Sizes 7 and 8 — Skip ahead to Sleeve Divide

Next round (inc): [K - ( -, -, 12, 13, 16, 15, 14, 14),
M1L] rep bet brackets - ( - , - , 30, 27, 23, 24, 27, 26)
times, then knit any remaining st to end of round. 0
(0, 0, 30, 27, 23, 24, 27, 26) st increased.

Size 9 — Continue as follows:

Size 3 — Skip ahead to Sleeve Divide

Size 4 — Skip ahead to Sleeve Divide
Sizes 5–9 — Continue as follows:
With MC, knit 5 rounds.
Next round (inc): [K - ( - , - , - , 14, 17, 16, 15, 15),
M1L] rep bet brackets - ( - , - , - , 27, 23, 24, 27, 26)
times, then knit any remaining st to end of round. 0
(0, 0, 0, 27, 23, 24, 27, 26) st increased.
Size 5 — Skip ahead to Sleeve Divide
Sizes 6–9 — Continue as follows:
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With MC, knit 5 rounds
Next round (inc): [K19, M1L] rep bet brackets 28
times, then knit to end of round – 28 st inc

Sleeve Divide (all sizes)
At this point you should have 284 (326, 368, 394,
430, 462, 494, 526, 546) st. Knit one more round,
increasing 0 (2, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) st evenly using M1L
– 284 (328, 368, 396, 432, 464, 496, 528, 548) st.
Double check that you have 142 (164, 184, 198,
216, 232, 248, 264, 274) st between your BOR
marker and your side marker (on the front and
back). If necessary, adjust markers so they are
positioned evenly.
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Divide for sleeves as follows:
Starting at BOR, k29 (34, 39, 41, 45, 47, 50, 53, 53),
place a marker to denote the placement of the
first sleeve on the front – you’ll come back to this.
Knit to 29 (34, 39, 41, 45, 47, 50, 53, 53) st before
the side marker. Place the next 29 (34, 39, 41, 45,
47, 50, 53, 53) st onto waste yarn for the left sleeve,
then remove the side marker and place the next
29 (34, 39, 41, 45, 47, 50, 53, 53) st onto waste yarn.
You should now have 58 (68, 78, 82, 90, 94, 100,
106, 106) st on waste yarn for the left sleeve. With
the left sleeve stitches out of the way, you will
continue knitting on the back section (this joins the
front to the back) until you are 29 (34, 39, 41, 45,
47, 50, 53, 53) st from the end of the round. Place
these 29 (34, 39, 41, 45, 47, 50, 53, 53) st onto waste
yarn, then remove the BOR marker and place the
remaining 29 (34, 39, 41, 45, 47, 50, 53, 53) stitches
(which should be marked by the marker you
placed previously) onto the waste yarn. Replace
the BOR marker now that the sleeve stitches have
been removed from the body, then join the back
to the front.
Continue knitting the lower body in stockinette
stitch in the round until body measures 14-15 in/3537.5 cm from the underarm for full length, or 12-13
in/30-32.5 cm for slightly shorter length (Note: If you
prefer a cropped style as shown on the purple/
pink sweater example, work the lower body to a
length of 10.5 in/26.25 cm prior to the ribbing.)
Transition to needle one size smaller and knit the
lower ribbing as follows: [K2, p2] rep bet brackets
to end of round. Continue ribbing as established
until lower ribbing measures 2 in/5 cm. Bind off
in pattern with medium/loose tension. (Note: A
stretchy bind-off should not be necessary.) Lower
body should measure 16-17 in/40-42.5 cm from
underarm for full length, or 14-15 in/35-37.5 cm for
slightly shorter length. (For cropped length, the
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Cropped Style Soundtrack Pullover
finished body length should measure 12.5 in/31.25
cm from underarm when completed.)
Note: If you are knitting with superwash yarn,
please anticipate several inches (5+ cm) of growth
with blocking. With this in mind, you may want to
knit yours to the shorter length option in order to
end up with full length after blocking.
Starting at the first sleeve (either one) place sleeve
stitches from waste yarn onto US 5/3.75 mm (or
size needed to obtain gauge) 12 in/30 cm circular
needles, DPNs or magic loop (whichever you
prefer). Using MC for the sleeves, knit 1 in/2.5 cm.
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Work a decrease round as follows: K1, k2tog, k to 3
st before marker, ssk, k1 (2 st dec)
Knit in the round (in stockinette stitch), working
a decrease round as established above every
2.5 (1.5, 1, 1, 1, .75, .75, .75, .75) in/6.25 (3.75,
2.5, 2.5, 2.5, 2, 2, 2, 2) cm until sleeve measures
approximately 18 in/45 cm from the underarm
and you have 44 (44, 48, 48, 52, 52, 52, 56, 56) st.
Transition to needles 2 sizes smaller and knit the
cuff as follows: [K2, p2] rep bet brackets around.
Continue working the cuff in established ribbing
until cuff measures 2 in/5 cm. Bind off in pattern
with medium/loose tension. (Note: A stretchy bindoff should not be necessary. But keep in mind that
the cuff should not be restrictive — if it is, bind off
more loosely.)
Repeat the sleeve instructions for the other sleeve,
ensuring that both sleeves are the same length
when you’ve finished.

Finishing
Weave in your ends and wet block, letting the
sweater soak in the blocking water for a minimum
of 30 minutes to ensure that it’s evenly saturated.
For tips on sweater blocking, please visit this blog
post: www.oliveknits.com/how-to-block-a-sweater/

Pattern Support

Please email admin@oliveknits.com.

Terms & Conditions

Copyright © Marie Greene. All rights reserved. Please visit
www.oliveknits.com/terms-of-service for full terms.
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